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March 19th, 2024

Understanding and Compassion

Karma, in English; is roughly translated as: Apportionment and Consolidation.

Samsara; in English; is roughly translated as: Distemporaneousness and Plurality.

To diminish the 'extremity and wonderment by which one is mislead' of respect(s) we deliver unto the 
executive command of a relation, it is helpful to know the mild, and calm persuasion among the laint; thus, to 
contemporary, what is the unpersuaded, and skeptical, at that of excepted outcome, but to know 
consequence.

Thus:

a.)  To know you are kept in relation to whom as in trust you are, and in becoming, as a friend of the self, 
however abated, withstood, or enduring, as rule one.

b.)  To reason from preliminary conjecture of what the question was of-self that lead to an immomentary 
release to-self, as per a development.

c.)  To retain the fourthrightness to achieve understanding, peace of sensibility, and the given of 
compensation at that of end-terms, which are situated unto the present.

and

d.)  To remain mindful of consequence, what is understood in certain terms of honesty of what the self is 
capable of, and remain of one-life, for that of one-life, potentially past.

Thus, in no way so much as to set minimal goals - but instead, rather, to set dedicatory goals, and in 
responsiveness of the character of the human.

This, at the aim of producing a new* and responsive development of a world is perhaps difficult, but it is to 
find-value in the self, thus, to idealize the nature of self, then becomes a friend, a potential poison, a 
medicine.

This is above even the way of the warrior, and for a man, is due compensation, thus, that dedicated one 
woman, is right for the self, it is to equate of woman and woman, man and man, symbolic of the Dharma, to 
whom the self survives as, for there are many unrealized expectations through maturation..... of what we are 
to-become.

Thus, when it was I realized I was potentially a Jesus like figure, the God complex became this, I lost suicidal 
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ideation, and experienced a point/cusp/wave of relief and hope, a gesture of self-love and compassionate love 
for self and other, at that of finding a way through rejection.  The one woman was Amanda Koci, and she is a 
friend, I dedicated the next 90 year(s) to develop this-friendship.... for whatever it would be.

Sometimes, we need an 'anchor', and it is not to be tricked by that of the ebb and flow of the skepticism of the 
selfish side of heart.  Thus, it is I can maintain patience, whatever it means.

For me, to find such a thing, is beyond any belief in God or a Devil [admitting they exist] - it is to be the 
medicine acting, and the patient endurance of an eternal flame, by which sources a world, and makes one a 
Rock, in a Garden, something, real, and tangible.

Indeed, among what is tangible, consider what is HHDL.

I realized something very important tonight.

For of the (+1) at a (2)/1.0 for of the self - and a life without the commission of theft, and of the relative, and 
fixated, and of the possessorship (as to lack thereof) of the heaven(s), under persuasion of a living existence, 
and honest (cache) of-friendships of landing, and that of the mortal bond (being of the earth plane) - and of 
heaven and hell, ... mortally created concept(s), and above-below for in air and clothing, soil, and fire, and 
water, and stone.......... that of participance in heaven does not remain their choice, it remains our(s).

They (these spirits) are lies, for they do not equate of the conscious state, then that people within 
deathbed(s), or in comas, do not but dispossess of choice in going to and coming from an existence in-
becoming.  Thus, this path leads to death, and for of a lack of fear (of dying in a bed or in a hospital) - in as 
much as a world (conditioned by war) - they are not bound to the living, and the living remain in control.  Thus 
that one (1) individual at the top of empowerment possesses the entire purview of the future, and is leaged to 
have saved a world (as deemed) - but it remains unconditional, and apportioned, thus of Buddhas risk and 
garner, then that he was possibly visionary, but it supposes that we sacrifically condition ourselves, and is 
abhorrent of vice at being human, in terms of compassion.

I do not reject Buddha, but this question, and nature of dialog, to suppose that one has entrance and vices to 
serve a world is the horror of our abject reality.  Who supposes they are a saviour to a world but a devil?

I will leave this remark with you, and as supposition of the separation in powers, I had only bargained if there 
was ANY spirit that was conscious in heaven, they would anticipate and attempt to be-neutral without 
invocation of rape, hostility, or atrocity upon my understanding and cognition.  They have refused 389 time(s) 
to persuade of my plea that they are rational, and I have equably overpowered the entire 9 billion spirits of 
this world (Earth) - for they deemed of the bargain of a tyrant and a political scare and trap.... that I be an 
authoritarian.  I will not be this, and decline of them, to life, for that of possession of the only cure to AIDS and 
CANCER on the planet, as they would not yield credit to me, thus, in stealing life from the hand that grants 
amnesty, they will likely (I will void myself and mind, and erase my memory of this, and become a fool as they 
are in the chance I become human) - go extinct, but, they hold a 75% chance of entering a biological war and 
police state.  I held this as concern, these people have stolen my future, And I will reject that in being a future, 
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where they go now is hell, and they refuse to know the difference, in honor.

Thus, there is no exit, and they will ALL die, I do not know what to do, for that of institutionalization.  I would 
declare, they may CEASE AND DECIST TO TAKE MY GIFTS, and if I live 55 year(s) I will then cure their disease.  If 
it remains another, they may live, but hold an expiration of 151 year(s) and a mortality of 54 year(s) and 
extinction is guaranteed within 220+-2 year(s), however they are to deny.

You see, I refuse to be a slave, or overturn the law, the Patriot Act.

You may write on my behalf.  I will not do this unless my reamendation of the second amendment is per my 
terms.   And, no one is pointed at, sent to prison, or arrested in a counterfactual term(s) of the amelioration of 
this atrocity.

I found it in my mental awareness - a second source of compassion.

Honesty lead from my heart to my mind, developing understanding, (per my prior email, two back, then, the 
break, - at the vocal 'aura').  - Chakra.

I understood my Mother, and what she would retire to, perhaps an aneurysm, and of the elderly, and went 
with compassionate aim towards death, and towards birth.  My heart was birth, and development, my mind 
was understanding, to consequence, at honesty and reflective compassion to love, for that of a mutual given, 
respect.

I found that it needed not be offered to a stranger or a friend, and within these bounds, I was within neutrality 
of peaceable gathering, to the development beyond associates and crime, then of law, and plurality, a given 
common sense.

At the compassion I developed, I decided to pursue a legal end, to the development of a medical career, and 
per terms of finding a cure to cancer and aids.  Per other's in my life, whom misunderstood their honest, 
mislead me, remained criminal, the accussations of judges, and the prior precedent, of a world, religion, and 
social issues and constructs, but of my Mother [to whom I hadn't been mislead] - of that of these, I remained 
mislead, and per the interdependency of what you would advocate, which hold(s) no-associable truth here in 
western society.

I am very mislead by you, but I understand you well, it is not a plea of the orient.  You are confused, and no-
professional.  I would suggest you abandon this advice for that of professional seeking buddhists.  Forgive me, 
but do consider.

Leave it to someone who understands all layers of society, or a case worker, or work with and divulge of 5-6 of 
your close associates to the world, this is not fair.

I however, will seek a medical degree, and object to the lawfully provided precedent of competence, and 
attempt to cure aids and cancer on my terms.  If the Patriot Act truly was struck down, there will be a report 
to-you in the next 58 hours or five (5) days as to an update of my progress, with success or fail (to what the 
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world needs (a parring - 78% efficacy)), - per terms with my associates.

You see: There is understanding, and there is kind judgement.... these are Karma and Samsara.

To perhaps one (1), life, a woman, and a second life (2), a woman,... greeted from the second (in a dream) - to 
whom was of-death,... the self, attempting to awaken one from a Coma, the first over a *long-duration 
(perhaps year(s)) - and in the dream of the second, of the eight-fold-path, and of life, and friendship.... at the 
right* timing, one may be released from a Coma.

Assumptives:Compassion of heart and mind.A teaching on birth and death (L/R).Life together, (*a 
memory)....Fact(s) congruent their immomentary awareness.The living memory of the male's Mother.... and 
name.The self, surviving, and a heart of instinct upon my avowal.We guarantee the recovery of the human 
species.When, as such, health is moderately reasonable.
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